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Abstract—Graphical User Interface (GUI)-based APplications
(GAPs) are ubiquitous and provide a wealth of sophisticated
services. Nontrivial GAPs evolve through many versions, and
understanding how GUIs of different versions of GAPs differ is
crucial for various software quality tasks such as testing, cross-
platform UI comparison and project effort estimation. Yet despite
the criticality of automating GUI differencing, it is a manual,
tedious, and laborious task.

We offer a novel approach for differencing GUIs that combines
tree edit distance measure algorithms with accessibility technolo-
gies for obtaining GUI models in a non-intrusive, platform and
language-independent way, and it does not require the source
code of GAPs. We developed a tool calledGUI DifferEntiator
(GUIDE) that allows users to difference GUIs of running GAPs.
To evaluate GUIDE, we created an experimental platform that
generates random GUIs with controlled differentials among them
that serve as oracles. GUIDE enables researchers to plug-and-
play various GUI differencing algorithms and to automatically
run experiments. We evaluated GUIDE on 5,000 pairs of gen-
erated complex GUIs and three open-source GAPs and the
results of our evaluation suggest that GUIDE can find differences
between GUIs with a high degree of automation and precision.

Index Terms—differencing, GUI, tree-edit, algorithms, acces-
sibility, testing, similarity, generator, comparison

I. I NTRODUCTION

Applications with Graphical User Interface (GUIs)are
ubiquitous and provide a wealth of sophisticated services.
Nontrivial GAPs contain hundreds of GUI screens and thou-
sands of GUI objects. GAPs evolve through many versions
and they are run on different platforms, and understanding
differences between GUIs is crucial for various software
quality tasks such as testing, cross-platform UI matching, GAP
rejuvenation and project effort estimations.

Consider test automation, which plays a key role in reducing
high cost of testing GAPs [1][2][3]. To automate testing
process, engineers write programs using scripting languages
(e.g., JavaScript and VBScript), and these programs (test
scripts) mimic users by performing actions on GUI objects
of these GAPs using some underlying testing frameworks [4],
[5]. An extra effort put in writing test scripts is paid off when
these scripts are run repeatedly to determine if GAPs behave
as desired. However, an impediment to test automation is that
releasing new versions of GAPs with modified GUIs breaks
their corresponding test scripts [6], [7], [8]. As many as 74% of
the test cases become unusable during GUI regression testing
[9]. To reuse these scripts, test engineers should fix them,
and this process involves comparing GUIs to find changed

GUI objects, and subsequently operations in test scripts that
reference these objects.

Knowing how many fixes are required for test scripts
is part of project effort estimation during various software
quality tasks, and project effort estimation tasks are based
on differencing GUIs, for example, during prototyping. In
the spiral model of software development [10], a prototype
is built and shown to different stakeholders in order to receive
an early feedback [11]. This feedback often leads to changes
in the prototype and the original requirements as stakeholders
refine their vision. In order to estimate development and testing
effort, GUIs of the prototypes should be compared in order to
determine how they differ. Unavailability of automated tools
results in significant manual effort when comparing GUIs.

With the volume of mobile application development over-
taking the server-side [12], GAPs are essential on most mobile
devices that host different GUI frameworks. As a result, the
GUI layouts often appear different on different mobile devices,
due to platform differences (operating systems, browsers, etc)
and device characteristics such as screen dimensions. Deter-
mining such differences manually is a laborious, imprecise
and expensive effort. Thus, automating GUI differencing is
an important problem that affects many aspects of software
evolution and maintenance.

Differencing GUIs is a difficult and generally unsolved
problem. Well-established GUI frameworks (e.g., Motif, Ma-
cOS, Windows) contain hundreds of different types of GUI
objects. Some of them are basic (e.g., buttons or lists) and the
others are complex (e.g., tables or container objects that con-
tain other GUI objects). A simple and brute-force algorithm for
differencing GUIs is to convert them into images and perform
pixel by pixel comparison. Unfortunately, this approach is
ineffective in general, since even a slightest modification to the
GUI (e.g., changing the color of a pixel) results in mismatches,
leading to a large number of warnings about mismatched GUI
objects and false positives. To the best of our knowledge, there
is no solution to GUI differencing that is general to be applied
to all major GUI frameworks, non-intrusive (e.g., does not
require programmers to insert annotations in the code that
implements GAPs), platform and language-independent, and
that does not require the source code of the GAP.

We offer a novel approach for differencing GUIs. Our
key insights is to extract models of GUIs using the generic
interfaces of theaccessibility technologiesthat are an integral
part of GUI frameworks since they are mandated by laws of



most countries. GUIs are modeled as ordered rooted trees with
labeled vertices and we extract these models from running
GAPs automatically using accessibility technologies [4]. A
main contribution of our paper is in applying and evaluating
tree edit distance algorithms to difference GUIs by computing
the minimum cost solution of transforming one tree into
the other by a sequence of elementary operations consisting
of deleting and relabeling existing GUI objects, as well as
inserting new objects. Our approach is non-intrusive, platform
and language-independent, and it does not require the source
code of GAPs. We believe that ours is the first automatic
approach to difference GUIs in a systematic way.

We created an experimental platform calledGUI DifferEn-
tiator (GUIDE) for evaluating our approach. Using GUIDE
toolkit, we generate random GUIs with controlled differ-
entials among them that serve as oracles, and we enable
researchers to plug-and-play various differencing algorithms
and to automatically run experiments in parallel and produce
results. We evaluated GUIDE on few open-source GAPs and
5,000 generated GUIs using our platform. The results of
our evaluation suggest that our approach can find differences
between GUIs with a high degree of automation and precision.

II. T HE PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we give background on GUI frameworks,
show the structure of GAPs, describe the results of our em-
pirical study with GUI differencing in the context of software
testing, and formulate the problem statement.

A. Background on GUI Frameworks

A GUI framework is a reusable and extensible set of GUI
objects with well-defined interfaces that can be specialized to
produce and to run custom GAPs [13]. A schematics of a
model of GUI frameworks is shown in Figure 1. A purpose of
this model is to show that there are four main components
in GUI frameworks: GUI representation layer, GUI object
library, GUI interfaces and the accessibility layer. GUI rep-
resentation layer defines how GUI objects are represented
programmatically as data structures in computer memory.
For example, HTML pages are represented using a generic
document object model in browsers whereas the programming
documentation for Windows defines proprietary data structures
for GUIs and the events that they receive and send. The
visualization/graphics engine interprets these data structures
and visualizes them using some predefined settings for styles
and layouts [14], [15].

To allow users to interact with GUI objects, the underlying
operating system or a virtual machine provides queues for
receiving user inputs from peripheral devices (e.g., mouse,
keyboard or a touch screen) and translates these inputs into
event data structures that are passed to the corresponding
GUI objects using its interfaces. GUI object libraries contain
implementations of GUI objects and expose their interfaces;
these libraries are extensible and many third-party vendors
offer implementations of sophisticated GUI objects for dif-
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Fig. 1. A model of GUI Frameworks.

ferent GUI frameworks. In general, GUI frameworks, which
are developed by different vendors, expose diverse interfaces.

Accessibility technologies provide diverse aids to disabled
computer users [16][17]. Specific aids include screen readers
for the visually impaired, visual indicators or captions for
users with hearing loss, and software to compensate for
motion disabilities. Most computing platforms include accessi-
bility technologies since electronic and information technology
products and services are required to meet theElectronic
and Information Accessibility Standards[16]. For example,
Microsoft Active Accessibility (MSAA)technology is designed
to improve the way accessibility aids work with applications
running on Windows [18], [19], andAndroid Accessibility
technology assists disabled users who run mobile applica-
tions1. As mandated by laws2, accessibility technologies are
incorporated into most computing platforms.

Accessibility technologies provide a wealth of generic so-
phisticated services required to retrieve attributes of GUI
objects, set and retrieve their values. A key element of ac-
cessibility technologies is that they provide a generic set of
Application Programming Interface (API)calls that different
GUI libraries should implement as a common programming
standard for applications that use the accessibility layer. For
example, all Windows GUI objects should implement the
IAccessible interface in order to be accessed and con-
trolled using the MSAA API calls. Programmers may write
code to access and control GUI objects of GAPs as if these ob-
jects were standard programming objects. Using accessibility
technologies, programmers can also register callback functions
for different events produced by GUI objects thereby obtaining
timely information about states of the GUI objects of the
GAPs. For example, if a GUI object receives an incorrect input
and the GAP shows an error message dialog informing the user
about the mistake, then a previously registered callback can
intercept this event signaling that the message dialog is being

1http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/ui/accessibility/index.html
2http://www.ada.gov/2010ADAstandards index.htm



Fig. 2. Representation of a GAP as a state machine where nodes are the tree
representations of its GUIs and transitions are labeled with actions on certain
GUI objects that trigger corresponding method calls within the GAP.

created, dismiss it, and send an “illegal input” message to the
user [20], [21].

B. Background on the GAP State Machine

The representation of a GAP as a state machine is shown
in Figure 2. In event-based windowing systems (e.g., Win-
dows, Android), each GAP has the main window (it may be
invisible), which is associated with the event processing loop.
Closing this window causes the application to exit by sending
a corresponding event to the loop. The main window contains
other GUI objects of the GAP. A GAP can be represented as
a tree, where nodes are GUI objects and edges specify that
children objects are contained inside their parents. The root of
the tree is the main window, the nodes are container objects,
and the leaves of the tree are basic objects [22].

Each GUI object is assigned a category (class) that describes
its functionality. For example, in Windows, the basic class
of all GUI objects is the classwindow . Some GUI objects
serve as containers for other objects, for example, dialog
windows, while basic objects (e.g., buttons and edit boxes)
cannot contain other objects and are designed to perform some
basic functions. Thus, differencing GUI trees includes their
topologies and labels of their nodes.

While topologies of GUI trees (i.e., the connectivity among
its nodes) may be same, the actual GUIs can differ from one
another because of the different types of GUI objects and their
attributes. Each GUI object is assigned to a category (class)
that describes its functionality. For example, in Windows,
the basic class of all GUI objects is the classwindow .
Some GUI objects serve as containers for other objects, for
example, dialog windows, while basic objects (e.g., buttons
and edit boxes) cannot contain other objects and are designed
to perform some basic functions.

C. Empirical Study

In our previous work, we studied a problem of maintaining
and evolving GUI-directed test scripts that are broken when
GUIs are modified between successive releases of the GAP

[8]. We conducted an experiment with 45 participants – pro-
fessional test engineers from Accenture – to evaluate how well
these participants can find failures in test scripts when running
against the new version of the GAP. One key result of this
experiment is that participants found it very difficult to match
GUIs manually – it took them from five to twenty minutes
to find all differences between GUIs that contain fewer than
30 GUI objects. Moreover, for GUIs that contained superficial
changes that did not affect test scripts (e.g., a change in the
background colors), it took even longer on average to conclude
what changes were made to the GUIs [23].

As part of the preliminary empirical study, we conducted
a large-scale survey in Accenture that involved over 2,000
GUI testing and project estimation professionals across six
delivery centers in the Americas, Europe, Asia and Oceania.
We learned that GUI differencing is a manual and laborious
exercise where stakeholders analyze matches between all pairs
of GUI objects and select ones that they deem unmatched.
We partially automated this approach in our GUI differencing
algorithm as part of our previous work where we computed
similarities between all pairs of GUI objects and selected
matches that were ranked above some user-defined threshold
value [8]. Unfortunately, the precision of this algorithm was
as low as 28% for some GUIs, even though the participants
of the experimental study praised it, since it automated a very
difficult task and improved their productivity.

D. Using GAP Source Code To Difference GUIs

Differencing GUIs can be done by comparing the source
code of their corresponding GAPs. However, there are two
fundamental limitations to code-based matching GUIs.

First, source code of GAPs is not always available especially
in black-box testing [24], and GUI testing is inherently black-
box since operations are performed on GUI objects rather than
objects in the source code, which are instances of classes.
Currently, testing is often outsourced to external organizations,
and the source code is not shared with these organizations for
many reasons. Thus, testing organizations must match GUIs
and accessing source code is not an option.

Second, even if the source code is available, there are
limitations that render approaches of matching GUIs using
source code ineffective. Consider a situation when GUI objects
are created using the API callCreateWindow , which is used
in a large number of Windows GAPs. This API call takes a
number of parameter variables including a string variable that
holds the value of the type of the GUI object. The value of this
variable is often known only at runtime, making it impossible
to derive GUI from the source code.

In addition, deriving GUIs from the source code depends
on knowing the precise semantics of API calls that create
and manipulate GUI objects (e.g.,CreateWindow ), building
appropriate parsers and analyzers for languages which are
used to create GUI applications, and developingIntegration
Development Environment (IDE)-specific tools that extract
GUIs from IDE GUI resource repositories. The number of
tuples is measured in tens of thousands in the Cartesian



product of API calls× programming languages× IDEs. This
large number of combinations makes it difficult to come up
with an approach that would work with source codebases of
different GUI applications. In general, automatically deriving
high-level guidance like predicting bugs from the source code
is shown to be largely ineffective [25].

E. The Problem Statement

Our goal is to difference GUIs with a high degree of
automation and precision. That is, our goal is to compute
a function that maps objects from one GUI to their corre-
sponding objects on a different GUI. In this paper, we are
interested in mapping each object in one GUI correctly to at
most one object of the other GUI or mark this object as deleted
if no appropriate mapping exists. It is a difficult problem,
since GUIs can be modified in many different ways. Consider
a situation where one node in a GUI tree is a container
object that contains some other child container object that
itself contains a subtree of GUI objects. Suppose that the child
container object is deleted and the subtree is assigned to the
first container object, i.e., it is moved up the tree by one node.
In addition, suppose that types and attributes of some GUI
objects in the subtree are modified, e.g., one list object is
converted to a combo box and a style of some other object is
changed. Even in this simple case, it is difficult to determine
precise mappings between the GUIs, since a brute-force tree
matching algorithm marks the subtree in the original GUI as
deleted and as newly added in the modified GUI.

In general, it is not possible to develop a sound and
complete approach for automatically recovering mappings
between objects of arbitrary GUIs. An approach issoundwhen
objects from one GUI are mapped to objects from a different
GUI correctly or not mapped at all. False mappings (i.e.,
mapping GUI objects incorrectly) are not produced by a sound
approach. An approach for computing a GUI mapping function
is complete if it recovers mappings for all GUI objects. While a
sound and complete approach for automatic differencing GUIs
is desirable, it is in general an undecidable problem.

We want to design an automatic approach that replaces a
human-driven manual and laborious procedure for recovering
mappings between objects of different GUIs with a high
precision. That is, our approach should automate the process
of searching for patterns in the layouts, the attributes and the
labels of GUI objects, and use detected patterns to match
objects in different GUIs thus computing a function. Our
approach should be lightweight and it should fit into a software
development process without introducing additional operations
for programmers.

A high degree of automation means that our approach
will not impose additional requirements on programmers to
introduce additional annotation or to write code in order to
march GUIs. Consider a state-of-the-art GUI matching tool
ScriptAssure3 by IBM Corporation as part of the Rational
Suite. ScriptAssure works by requiring programmers to assign

3http://www-01.ibm.com/software/awdtools/tester/functional/sa.html

a smaller number (weight) to the value of an attribute of GUI
object and it works mostly when changes are very small across
two GUIs (e.g., the background color of an edit box is differ-
ent). It is needless to say that when changes to GUI are bigger
(e.g., a list box is changed to a combo box), ScriptAssure no
longer works. The process of using ScriptAssure is manual,
with test engineers manually assigning weights to different
properties of GUI objects and hoping that mappings between
these objects can be determined automatically. ScriptAssure
does not handle even simple cases well – when positions of
two GUI objects are switched, it takes a significant effort to
make ScriptAssure define the correct mappings. Thus, our goal
is to show that it is possible to difference GUIs with a high
degree of automation and precision.

III. SOLUTION

In this section, we formalize the problem of differencing
GUIs, explain how we extract GUI models from GAPs,
provide a baseline algorithm for GUI differencing and describe
our solution that is based on tree edit distance algorithms to
difference GUIs.

A. Extracting GUI Trees From Running GAPs

Recall that our goal is to obtain GUI trees in a non-intrusive,
platform and language-independent way. To do that, we use a
set of generic interfaces of the accessibility layer, with which
GUI DifferEntiator (GUIDE) traverses the GAP tree starting
from the root, i.e., the main window. Once at some GUI object,
GUIDE extracts values of its properties (i.e., the name of the
object, its role, its type, its coordinates, values, its type, its
position in the tree hierarchy, and styles (e.g., color, type of
the border, modality). These properties are used to compare
trees in order to find modified GUI objects.

Importantly, to obtain certain properties, it is necessary to
determine how GUI objects behave (e.g., if a GUI object
accepts user input). However, GUI objects exist in the pro-
tected process space of the running GAP and to investigate
their behaviors automatically, it is necessary to initiate events
(i.e., to create data structures that represent some actions
on GUI objects) that simulate interactions with users. Since
accessibility layers are supported by their respective vendors,
using interfaces that are exposed by accessibility layers is
a legitimate and accepted way to control and manipulate
GAPs. When a target GAP is started, the accessibility layer
libraries are loaded in the process space of this applications
and registers addresses of callback methods that should be
invoked in response to specified events. Since accessibility
libraries “live” in the process spaces of GAPs, they can affect
every aspect of execution of these GAPs. For each GUI object,
accessibility layers have a range of events to test its properties.
Results of these tests are recorded in the extracted GUI tree.

B. Computing Similarity Between Trees

Our previous work on differencing GUIs resulted in a base-
line GUI differencing algorithm that computes the similarity
between all pairs of GUI objects on two GUIs [26]. We



improve on it algorithm in this paper. A main idea of this
algorithm is to compute the matching score between each GUI
object in the treeΓn and all objects of the treeΓn+1. The
highest score determines the winning mappings that are added
to the mapping set. This algorithm was created to imitate how
stakeholders difference GUIs manually by selecting an object
in the GUI treeΓn and determining its most similar GUI
objects in the treeΓn+1. The similarity score was computed
by taking a normalized linear sum between the values of the
corresponding matching properties of GUI objects. In case
of coordinates, matching is approximate, given some distance
threshold between locations of the GUI objects. We used an
early variant of this algorithm to automate GUI matches as part
of our tool REST for maintaining and evolving GUI-directed
test scripts [8]. Even though the accuracy of this tool was
somewhat low, an average of≈ 30%, users liked it, since it
automated a difficult and important task. We use an improved
version of this algorithm as a baseline GUI matching tool in
this paper.

A comparison algorithm calledBaselineDiffGuiTree
for computing mappings between GUI objects of GUI trees is
shown in Algorithm 1. This algorithm takes as its input the
GUI treesΓn andΓn+1 for two successive releases of the same
GAP and computes the mapping setμ that contains relations
between GUI objects of these trees along with their match
scoreσ, ((θ,ρ)∈ μ,σ),θ ∈ Γn,ρ ∈ Γn+1,0≤ σ ≤ 1. The match
scoreσ is computed as a weighted sum of a proximity criteria
between values of the properties of GUI objects. Whenσ = 1,
the objects are identical, and whenσ < 1 the match is partial.

A main idea of this algorithm is to compute the matching
scoreσ between each GUI object in the treeΓn and all objects
of the treeΓn+1. The highest score determines the winning
mapping that is added to the setμ. However, it is possible that
one of the considered objects, or both of them can already be
mapped to some other objects. In this case we compare the
scores between old and new mappings, and if the new mapping
has a higher score, then we delete the old mapping and add
the new one. We keep repeating this operation until there are
no more changes to the setμ. The algorithm converges after
m passes wherem is the number of nodes in the treeΓn. The
proof is by induction on the size of the tree.

DiffGuiTree ignores fixed mappings between GUI ob-
jects that the user determines using the front end of Rest.
We denote fixed mappings between GUI objectsθ and ρ
as (θ,ρ) f ∈ μ. FunctionsComputeScore and GetScore
compute and retrieve the matching scoresσ correspondingly.

C. Differencing GUIs Using Tree Edit Distance Algorithms

Edit distanceis a popular approach for quantifying how
dissimilar two strings are to one another by counting the
minimum number of operations required to transform one
string into the other [27, pp 107-111]. String distance metrics
are considered as a precursor to the tree edit distance –
e.g., a Levenshtein distance is computed for a simple set of
operations with their costs that included copy/map a character

Algorithm 1 The BaselineDiffGuiTreealgorithm.
BaselineDiffGuiTrees( Γn, Γn+1 )
μ 7→ /0,σ 7→ 0
repeat

for all θ ∈ Γn s.t. ∀ν ∈ Γn+1.((θ,ν) f /∈ μ) do
for all ρ ∈ Γn+1 s.t. ∀ω ∈ Γn.((ω,ρ) f /∈ μ) do

σ 7→ ComputeScore (θ,ρ)
if ¬(∃κ ∈ Γn.((θ,κ) ∈ μ)∨∃λ ∈ Γn+1.((λ,ρ) ∈ μ))
then

if σ > ε then
μ 7→ μ∪ ((θ,ρ),σ)

end if
else if∃κ ∈ Γn.((θ,κ)∈ μ)∧¬∃λ ∈ Γn+1.((λ,ρ)∈ μ)
then

if GetScore (θ,κ) < σ then
μ 7→ μ\(θ,κ)
μ 7→ μ∪ ((θ,ρ),σ)

end if
else if¬∃κ ∈ Γn.((θ,κ)∈ μ)∧∃λ ∈ Γn+1.((λ,ρ)∈ μ)
then

if GetScore (λ,ρ) < σ then
μ 7→ μ\(λ,ρ)
μ 7→ μ∪ ((θ,ρ),σ)

end if
else

{Both GUI objectsθ and ρ are already mapped
to some other objects}
if GetScore (θ,κ) < σ ∧GetScore (λ,ρ) < σ
then

μ 7→ μ\(λ,ρ)
μ 7→ μ∪ ((θ,ρ),σ)

end if
end if

end for
end for

until μ is not changed

from one string to the other with the cost zero and delete or
insert a character with the cost one [28]. Algorithms based on
edit distances are used in different areas, e.g., for automatic
spelling correction in natural language processing and in
bioinformatics to quantify the similarity of DNA molecules.

A comprehensive survey on usingtree edit distance (TED)
algorithms to compare trees states that these algorithms com-
pute the edit distance and a sequence of edit operations
between two trees that minimize the cost function defined for
these operations [29]. TED includes tree alignment and tree
inclusion distances.Tree alignmentis performed by inserting
empty nodes in the GUI tree, as adjusted for our definition of
the GUI tree, so that the treesΓn andΓn+1 become isomorphic
if labels are disregarded. The cost of the alignment is the sum
of the costs of all label mismatches in the overlapped trees.
Tree inclusionaddress a problem of determining if the tree
Γn is included in Γn+1. Edit distance algorithms are based
on relabeling, inserting and deletion of nodes, the same key



operations that stakeholders use to modify GUIs. We use tree
edit distance algorithms to difference GUIs by computing the
minimum cost solution of transforming one tree into the other
by a sequence of elementary operations consisting of deleting
and relabeling existing GUI objects, as well as inserting new
objects.

Tai introduced a TED criterion in 1979 for computing a dis-
tance between two trees [30] and Shasha and Zhang extended
this work by introducing a left-to-right order comparison
algorithm for trees [31]. There can be multiple Tai mappings
between two trees, and Shasha and Zhang’s algorithm selects
a mapping that has the minimum edit distance cost with the
worst running time ofO(n4), wheren is the number of nodes
in the tree. A key feature of the Shasha and Zhang algorithm
is that the two rightmost roots of the trees must be matched
recursively and the edit distance and the cost is computed for
matching. Alternatively, the Klein’s algorithm recurses on the
left root if the size of the leftmost tree is smaller than the
rightmost tree and on the right root otherwise with the worst
complexityO(n3 logn)[32].

These results are improved by the algorithm RTED that
gives the worst case complexityO(n3) [33]. RTED is based
on an adaptive recursive decomposition strategy that uses the
divide-and-conquer approach. A key idea behind RTED is that
there are certain subtrees for which it is worthwhile to choose
the direction according to the currently larger tree branch,
while for other subtrees we had better keep choosing the
direction according to the originally larger branches.

IV. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we pose research questions and describe the
methodology and the setup of our experiment for evaluating
GUIDE on GAPs.

A. Research Questions

We pose the following research questions (RQs).

RQ1: how effective tree-edit algorithms are when com-
pared to the baseline comparison approach?

RQ2: how efficient tree-edit algorithms are for practical
uses on large-scale GUIs?

RQ3: are performance characteristics of tree-edit algo-
rithms affected by the ratios of changed GUI objects
between compared GUIs?

A rationale for RQ1 is that tree-edit algorithms are more
accurate than the baseline brute-force all-node comparison
approach that we described in Section III-B [26]. With RQ2,
our goal is to determine requirements for resources and run-
ning times for GUIDE when used on larger GUIs. Excessive
resource demands may render GUIDE impractical. Finally, we
believe that the effectiveness of tree comparison algorithms
is reduced when the number of changes between two GUIs
is excessive. A rationale for RQ3 is to investigate how the
differencing algorithms perform when the number of GUI
objects increases that are different between two GUIs.

B. Methodology

A key driver of our experimental methodology is to cover
a wide range and complexities of GUIs as well as various
combinations of changes that can be performed on their struc-
tures. Our goal is to determine how well tree edit algorithms
difference GUI trees, so that we can determine their suitability
for different software engineering tasks. An experiment is
straightforward – the input is GUI treesΓn and Γn+1, where
Γn+1 is a modified version ofΓn. A golden set of differences
betweenΓn andΓn+1 is known in advance. Once GUIDE runs
a differencing algorithm on these trees, it produces mappings
between the GUI objects of these trees that are compared to
the golden set. Ideally, this experiment should be conducted
on various GAPs of different sizes from small to large with
different changes between versions of GUIs, so that we can
determine the benefits and limitations of tree differencing
algorithms.

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to obtain and run a large
number of GAPs with nontrivial GUIs and with many different
changes across versions of these GUIs, not to mention the
difficulty of obtaining golden sets. Large-scale GAPs that
contain hundreds of GUI objects on each GUI are cumbersome
to run, since they are built on top of various packages (e.g.,
SAP, Peoplesoft) and they require sophisticated platforms and
databases. Moreover, compositions of GUI objects can be
specific to software projects or to a company that created the
GAP, so that the population of subject GAPs should be highly
diversified in order to avoid a bias.

Writing benchmark GAPs from scratch requires a lot of
manual effort, not to mention that a significant bias and human
error can be introduced [34]. In addition, selecting commercial
applications as benchmarks negatively affects reproducibility
of results, which is a cornerstone of the scientific method [35],
since commercial benchmarks cannot be easily shared among
organizations and companies for legal reasons and trade-secret
protection. For example, Accenture Confidentiality Policy
(item 69)4 states that source code, which is generated by the
company and relates to its business, research and development
activities, clients or other business partners, or employees are
considered confidential information. Other companies have
similar policies.

Ideally, users should be able to easily generate benchmark
GAPs with desired properties. This idea has already been
used successfully in testing relational database engines, where
complex Structured Query Language (SQL)statements are
generated using a random SQL statement generator [36]. Sup-
pose there is a claim that a relational database engine performs
better at certain aspects of SQL optimization than some other
engines. The best way to evaluate this claim is to create
complex SQL statements as benchmarks for this evaluation
in a way that these statements have desired properties that are
specific to these aspects of SQL optimization, for example,
complicated nested SQL statements that contain multiple joins.
Since the meaning of SQL statements does not matter for

4https://policies.accenture.com/Pages/0001-0100/0069.aspx
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Fig. 3. An experimental flow for evaluating GUIDE.

performance evaluation, this generator creates semantically
meaningless but syntactically correct SQL statements thereby
enabling users to automatically create low-cost benchmarks
with significantly reduced bias. We used a random application
generation approach in our previous work [37], [38], [39].

C. Random GUI Benchmark Generation

In this paper, we use an idea of random tree generation
[40], [37], [39] In GUIDE, we use this formal definition to
extract GUI trees from running GAPs. An opposite use of
this definition is to generate GUI trees for different labels and
nodes, where each node and label is assigned the probability
with which it is instantiated in a GUI. These trees are called
stochastic, and they are widely used in natural language
processing, speech recognition, information retrieval [41], and
also in generating SQL statements for testing database en-
gines [36]. We use astochastic GUI tree modelto generate
large random GAPs.

Random GUI trees are constructed based on the stochastic
tree model, and the construction process can be described
as follows. Starting with the top root node of the tree, each
node and edges that connect it to other nodes are recursively
generated. Nodes are chosen based on their probabilities of
appearing in the GUI tree. Label and attributes are replaced
with randomly generated identifiers and values that preserve
rules of the given GUI framework. Termination conditions for
this process of generating GUIs include the limit on the size
of the tree or selected complexity metrics.

D. The Setup of Experiments

An experimental setup for evaluating GUIDE is shown
in Figure 3. The Random GUI Generator takes the GUI
configuration(1) that describes the ranges of GUI objects on
the GUI and various constraints and the probabilities that the
Generator uses(2) to output the GUI. The next step involves
the GUI Perturbation tool that(3) modifies randomly chosen
GUI objects on the generated GUI(4) thus producing xGUI
as well as (5) the Perturbation Golden Set that records
changes to the GUI. The GUI Tree Modeler(6) takes the

GUI and the xGUI as its input and(7) computes GUI tree
modelsΓ andΓx. After that these GUI trees are(8) inputted
to the GUI Tree Differencing algorithm that matches these
GUI trees and(9) produces differences that are compared
with the golden set. The process repeats until the termination
conditions for the experiment are satisfied (i.e., the size of the
explored GUI set and the length of the experiment).

Configuration parameters for the random GUI generator
include ranges for the numbers of GUI objects per GUI, the
depth of the generated GUI tree, maximum and minimum
number of branches for tree nodes, probabilities for different
types of GUI objects with which they appear of a GUI.
The latter allows us to generate balanced GUIs where more
objects display information (e.g., list and combo boxes) and
fewer objects are created for user interactions (e.g., menus
and buttons). Configuration parameters for the perturbation
tool include the maximum and minimum percentages of the
total number of GUI objects which should be modified and
types of modifications allowed. For each configuration set
we generate 1,000 different pairs of GUIs, so that we obtain
comprehensive results based on the diversity of subject GUIs.
We carry out experiments in the cloud infrastructure where we
execute experiments in parallel in 500 virtual machines. The
total experimentation time is over 18 hours.

E. Open-Source Subject Applications

We selected three open source subject GAPs based on the
following criteria: easy-to-understand domain, limited size of
GUI (less than 200 GUI objects total), and two successive
releases of GAPs with modified GUI objects.Twister
(versions 2.0 and 3.0.5) is a real-time stock quote downloading
programming environment that allows users to write programs
that download stock quotes5. mRemote (versions 1.0 and
1.35) enables users to manage remote connections in a single
place by supporting various protocols (e.g., SSH, Telnet,
and HTTP/S)6. Finally, Budget Tracker (versions 1.06
and 2.1) is a program for tracking budget categories, budget
planning for each month and keeping track of expenses7.
These applications are nontrivial and they are highly ranked
in Sourceforge. They are Windows applications, and it is
important that GUIDE is used without any modifications both
on the browser-based generated Ajax applications and on
Windows open-source ones.

F. Hypotheses

We introduce the following null hypotheses to evaluate
how close the means are for the F-measures for control
and treatment groups. Unless we specify otherwise, in the
treatment group tree-edit algorithms are used, and in the
control group the baseline differencing algorithm is used. We
seek to evaluate the following hypotheses at a 0.05 level of
significance.

5http://sourceforge.net/projects/itwister/
6http://sourceforge.net/projects/mremote/
7http://sourceforge.net/projects/budgettracker/



HA
0 The null hypothesisA is that there are no differences

in the F- and G-measures between the baseline
and tree-edit algorithms where the percentages of
changed GUI objects are the same.

HB
0 The null hypothesisB is that there are no differences

in the F- and G-measures between the baseline and
tree-edit algorithms across categories with different
percentages of changed GUI objects.

Corresponding alternative hypotheses toH0 is that there are
statistically significant differences in the F- and G-measures.
We do not state them explicitly for brevity.

G. Variables

Independent variables for the experiment include the range
of GUI objects per GUI, the maximum percentage of the GUI
objects that can be perturbed on a GUI page and the tree
comparison algorithm that we use to evaluate. Each pair of
GUIs has the source GUI and the target GUI where some GUI
objects are modified using the perturbation tool that is applied
to the source GUI. Dependent variables include the following.
True negatives,TN, gives the number of GUI objects that are
perturbed and correctly identified by a tree comparison algo-
rithm as not mapped to any GUI object on the target GUI. True
positives,TP, gives the number of GUI objects on the source
GUI that are correctly mapped to their counterparts on the
target GUI. False negatives,FN, is the number of GUI objects
that a comparison algorithm identifies as modified while in
fact they were not modified. Conversely, false positives,FP,
is the number of GUI objects that a comparison algorithm
identifies as mapped to their counterparts on the target GUI
while in fact they were modified.

Precision,P, and recall,R, are main ratios with which
we measure the qualities of the comparison algorithms. The
precision ratio is computed asP= TP

TP+FP, and the recall ration
is computed asR = TP

TP+FN . The precision ratio shows how
mistaken the comparison algorithms are, and the recall is the
ratio of correctly recovered mappings between GUI objects in
source and target GUIs.

The idea behind computing the precision and recall is to
evaluate the difference betweenTPs andFPs. If all identified
failures are in fact real failures and notFPs, i.e.,FP=0, then
precision=1. If all identified mappings areFP, thenP= 0 and
R = 0. The ratio recall is analogous to the recall parameter
in information retrieval, which is the ratio of the number of
relevant documents retrieved by a search divided by the total
number of existing relevant documents, and the ration preci-
sion is analogous to the definition of precision in information
retrieval, which is the number of relevant documents retrieved
to the total number of documents retrieved by the search.

Other dependent variables include the specificity or true
negative value, computed asS= TN

TN+FP measures the ratio
of true negatives which are correctly identified w.r.t.FPs.
Negative predictive value is measured asNPV = TN

TN+FN and
it shows the ratio that GUI objects that are determined to
be modified by a comparison algorithm were truly modified.
Finally, F and G measures are combined characteristics of

precision and recall; F-measure gives the harmonic mean of
precision and recall and G-measure is the geometric mean of
precision and recall.

H. Threats to Validity

A threat to the validity of this experimental evaluation is
that our evaluation is performed on artificially generated GUIs.
Real-world GUI applications may have properties that are
different from artificially generated ones, however, with our
random generation tool we minimized possible differences and
concentrated on pushing the boundaries by generating very
complex GUIs. To be on the safe side, we used three open-
source GAPs and the results of our evaluation of GUIDE are
in agreement for generated GUIs and the GUIs of the open-
source applications.

The other threat to validity is that we experimented using
only two GUI framework, specifically Ajax and Microsoft
Windows and only MSAA from a list of available accessibility
technologies. It is possible that there are less popular GUI
frameworks and accessibility technologies that use different
mechanisms for event delivery and interactions with GUI
objects. To the best of our knowledge, most popular GUI
frameworks that we experimented with use the same mech-
anisms qualitatively that we described in this paper.

Next, a threat to validity is that some complex topologies
for GUI trees can be missed in our evaluation. We counter this
threat by generating a very large number of GUIs, specifically
5,000. It is highly unlikely that a human experimenter can
manually create a GUI whose topology is not covered in the
experiments that we described in this paper.

In addition, GAPs can contain GUI objects that are not
designed to be accessible, that is to comply with the ac-
cessibility standards. In this case, GUIDE will not work,
but considering that different governments mandate GAPs to
comply with accessibility standards, it means that GAPs that
will not comply with these standards will not be commercially
available, since respective governments will prevent sales.
Thus, GUIDE can still be used for a majority of GAPs that
comply with accessibility regulations.

Finally, we do not consider dynamically modified GUIs,
where interacting with one GUI object may change the layout
of the entire GUI [42]. Such GAPs exist, but we believe they
are rare, since changing GUI layout based on user actions
makes it difficult for users to work with such GAPs. Yet, since
GUIDE models the GUIs of running GAPs, it is possible to
apply it to dynamically created GUIs. Extending GUIDE to
support various aspects of dynamically modified GUIs is a
subject of future work.

V. RESULTS

Experimental results are shown in Table I. The first column,
GUI objects lists five categories for the ranges of GUI objects
for the generated GUIs. The first range is 30–100 starts at 30
and goes to 100 objects per a generated GUI. The second
range is 100–200 and so on up to 500 objects per GUI.
For each range, we generated 1,000 GUIs. For each GUI



TABLE I
RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS ON GENERATED SUBJECTGUIS WITH DIFFERENTGUI TREE DIFFERENCING ALGORITHMS(ALG): BASELINE (BASE),

SHASHA/ZHANG (SH-ZHANG), KLEIN AND RTED. THE FIRST COLUMN, OBJECTS, SPECIFIES THE RANGES OFGUI OBJECTS IN THE GENERATEDGUIS.
FOR EACH RANGE, 1,000PAIRS OFGUIS ARE GENERATED WITH DIFFERENT PERCENTAGES OFGUI OBJECTS MODIFIED FOR EACH PAIR– THE

PERCENTAGE IS SPECIFIED IN THE SECOND COLUMN, M. THE NEXT TEN GIVE THE AVERAGE VALUES FOR EACH ALGORITHM FOR TRUE NEGATIVES

(TN), FALSE NEGATIVES(TN), TRUE POSITIVES(TP), FALSE POSITIVES(FP),PRECISION(P), RECALL (R), SPECIFICITY (S), NEGATIVE PREDICTIVE

VALUE (NPV), THE G MEASURE AND THE F MEASURE. WE ALSO GIVE THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM EXECUTION TIME FOR THE ALGORITHM IN

SECONDS AND ITS MAXIMUM MEMORY USAGE IN MB.

GUI Obj M Alg TNavg FNavg TPavg FPavg Pavg Ravg Savg NPVavg Gavg Favg Tmin Tmax M

30-100

5%

Base 2.66 14.85 12.27 21.14 0.37 0.47 0.18 0.28 0.39 0.36 33 35 549
Sh-Zha 2.67 14.96 22.27 11.05 0.66 0.60 0.29 0.28 0.61 0.59 658 799 3103
Klein 2.77 15.82 22.42 10.43 0.67 0.58 0.32 0.28 0.60 0.58 523 598 1292
RTED 2.74 15.15 22.41 10.89 0.67 0.59 0.31 0.28 0.60 0.58 628 682 1529

25%

Base 15.94 18.70 8.55 18.03 0.33 0.35 0.53 0.53 0.31 0.29 103 174 302
Sh-Zha 15.72 19.19 16.38 9.68 0.64 0.48 0.68 0.53 0.53 0.51 350 843 2690
Klein 15.83 18.42 16.40 10.72 0.61 0.48 0.66 0.53 0.52 0.49 491 519 1918
RTED 15.61 18.20 16.01 9.74 0.61 0.48 0.68 0.54 0.52 0.49 592 639 1308

101-200

5%

Base 7.01 34.28 28.94 49.65 0.37 0.46 0.20 0.30 0.38 0.36 184 554 626
Sh-Zha 6.97 34.47 53.23 25.44 0.67 0.61 0.33 0.29 0.62 0.60 548 645 4171
Klein 7.06 34.92 54.14 25.81 0.68 0.60 0.34 0.28 0.61 0.59 1885 1934 2609
RTED 7.01 34.73 52.90 25.07 0.67 0.59 0.34 0.28 0.61 0.59 1685 1693 2657

25%

Base 37.21 44.25 18.75 44.22 0.30 0.32 0.52 0.53 0.29 0.27 184 202 224
Sh-Zha 36.73 43.29 35.50 24.09 0.60 0.46 0.67 0.53 0.50 0.48 811 945 6751
Klein 37.25 43.13 37.50 23.32 0.61 0.48 0.68 0.53 0.52 0.49 1730 2046 2556
RTED 37.45 45.72 37.15 23.37 0.61 0.46 0.68 0.52 0.51 0.48 1853 2008 3870

201-300

5%

Base 12.01 59.49 42.59 88.92 0.33 0.44 0.19 0.30 0.35 0.32 263 528 671
Sh-Zha 12.02 57.94 89.78 43.36 0.67 0.60 0.34 0.30 0.61 0.60 3419 3568 5928
Klein 12.11 60.03 89.25 42.46 0.68 0.60 0.35 0.29 0.61 0.59 3530 4772 5610
RTED 11.98 58.46 87.48 42.27 0.67 0.60 0.35 0.29 0.61 0.59 3431 4034 5597

25%

Base 61.53 70.97 34.40 69.77 0.33 0.35 0.53 0.53 0.32 0.30 685 896 681
Sh-Zha 61.57 70.99 64.60 37.28 0.63 0.48 0.69 0.53 0.53 0.51 3983 4885 5714
Klein 62.15 75.69 62.34 37.85 0.61 0.46 0.68 0.52 0.51 0.48 3557 3761 4621
RTED 62.03 71.40 63.25 39.76 0.62 0.48 0.67 0.54 0.52 0.49 3385 3457 5495

301-400

5%

Base 16.99 81.62 53.35 132.09 0.28 0.42 0.17 0.30 0.32 0.29 315 337 857
Sh-Zha 17.02 81.05 118.05 64.48 0.64 0.58 0.34 0.29 0.59 0.57 6010 6161 5353
Klein 17.00 81.48 123.12 58.76 0.67 0.60 0.35 0.29 0.61 0.59 5189 5536 7172
RTED 17.04 82.96 124.20 60.93 0.67 0.59 0.35 0.28 0.61 0.59 5072 7522 6977

25%

Base 87.58 103.80 34.51 107.93 0.24 0.28 0.50 0.53 0.24 0.22 426 492 1065
Sh-Zha 86.93 102.42 83.26 57.61 0.59 0.46 0.67 0.53 0.50 0.47 5212 5883 6265
Klein 87.28 104.09 88.79 56.32 0.61 0.47 0.67 0.52 0.51 0.49 5698 6611 6189
RTED 86.88 103.41 85.62 54.10 0.61 0.46 0.68 0.53 0.51 0.49 6664 7357 5583

401-500

5%

Base 22.01 102.28 55.85 185.45 0.23 0.39 0.16 0.30 0.28 0.25 112 115 1237
Sh-Zha 22.05 106.98 171.33 67.22 0.72 0.61 0.38 0.29 0.64 0.62 6434 7407 6817
Klein 22.06 110.45 156.00 74.44 0.68 0.58 0.36 0.28 0.60 0.58 7628 9268 6822
RTED 21.96 106.94 158.44 77.86 0.67 0.60 0.34 0.29 0.61 0.59 8752 9954 7703

25%

Base 112.37 131.59 36.32 153.44 0.19 0.26 0.47 0.53 0.21 0.19 195 894 1680
Sh-Zha 111.82 134.86 117.49 67.37 0.65 0.47 0.70 0.52 0.53 0.50 7652 9635 7999
Klein 112.18 132.15 113.86 71.10 0.61 0.47 0.67 0.53 0.52 0.49 6485 6612 6121
RTED 112.25 130.55 113.18 69.53 0.61 0.47 0.68 0.53 0.52 0.50 6950 9680 6053

we report results for 5% and 25%. We also report running
times and memory usages for different experiments in the
last three columns of the table. We report mostly averages
for dependent variables. Spreadsheets with full results are
available for download from the project’s website.

A key result is that the precision is significantly lower
for the baseline algorithm when compared with the precision
values for the tree-edit algorithms. The same statement holds
true for the F- and G-measures. The second result is that the
precision and recall of all algorithms are decreased when the
number of changed objected between GUIs is increased. Our
observation is that this number varies significantly depending
on the particular GUI, however, we observe that when the
ratio of changed objects between two GUIs is over 15% the

precisions of the differencing algorithms decrease significantly
by more than 30%.

The results of ANOVA confirm that there are large differ-
ences for F- and G-measures between the baseline algorithm
and tree-edit algorithms withF

Fcrit as> 31 with p-value=3.8E-
18 that shows strong statistical significance. The average F-
and G-measures for the baseline approach are more than 80%
lower than for tree-edit distance algorithms. Additional t-tests
confirmed with high degrees of statistical significance that
tree-edit distance algorithms outperformed the baseline ap-
proach. However, as we analyzed the results among only tree-
edit distance algorithms separately, we discovered that their
precisions do not differ with strong statistical significance.
Results of the experiments with three open source subject
applications are within the same ranges that we show for



Base Shasha-Zhang Klein RTED

Fig. 4. Histograms for F-measures for the algorithms for GUIs with 500 objects. The upper row shows histograms for 5% perturbation rate and the bottom
row shows for 25% perturbation rate. The labels on the top of each column of graphs show the type of the differencing algorithm for which the histograms
are generated. It is easy to see that the histogram density is higher for the smaller values of the F-measure for the BASE algorithm and much higher for
the tree-edit algorithms meaning that the precision of the latter is higher. Also, one can see the difference between histogram in each column for different
perturbation rates. As the perturbation rate is higher, i.e., 25% vs 5% in the lower row, the density of the F-measure values shifts towards the center, i.e.,
towards the lower values when compared with the corresponding histogram for 5% perturbation rate in the upper row.

artificially generated GUIs, thus addressing a threat to validity
that artificially generated GUIs may lead to skewed results.

To answer RQ1 we determine if the F- and G-measures
for the experiments using tree-edit algorithms are statistically
higher than the corresponding F- and G- measures for the
experiments with the baseline approach. We test the hypothesis
HA

0 to determine if there are significant differences between
performances of these algorithms within each category ofM,
i.e., separately within the 5% and 25% categories. Based on
our results,we affirmatively answer RQ1 and we reject
the hypothesisHA

0 by stating that tree-edit algorithms are
more effective when compared to the baseline approach.

To answer RQ2 we estimate the running time and memory
usages for tree-edit algorithms. We can see from Table I
that running times reach approximately three hours for the
largest GUIs with the memory requirements reaching eight
gigabytes. These time and space requirements, while large, are
acceptable for modern computers. Moreover, multiple GUIs
can be compared in parallel in multiple virtual machines in
a cloud environment, thus making this task practical. Thus,
we affirmatively answer RQ2 that tree-edit algorithms are
efficient and good for practical uses on large-scale GUIs.

Finally, to answer RQ3 we determine if there is a significant
difference between the values of F- and G-measures for all
algorithms between the categories of modified GUI objects,
i.e., between 5% and 25% categories. Eight histograms for F-
measures for different experiments are shown in Figure 4, two
for each tree differencing algorithm. The upper row contains
histograms for the 5% change category and the bottom row
contains histograms for 25% category. We observe that the
density of F-measures shifts towards the lower values (i.e., to
the left) for the bottom row. That is, the overall precision

of the algorithms is lower when the number of changed
objects between GUIs is greater. To quantify an answer to
this conjecture, we test the hypothesisHB

0 to determine if
there are significant differences between performances of these
algorithms across the modification percentage categories. The
results of t-tests for the directionality of means confirm that
there are significant differences between mean values for four
tree differencing algorithms that we use in this paper with
the p < 105. Thus, we affirmatively answer RQ3 and we
reject the null hypothesis HB

0 and accept the alternative
hypothesis that states that there are significant differences
in the F- and G-measures between the baseline and tree-
edit algorithms across categories with different percentages
of changed GUI objects.

VI. RELATED WORK

Differencing GUIs in GAPs present special challenges to
regression testing because the input-output mapping does not
remain constant across successive versions of the software
[43][44]. Numerous techniques have been proposed to auto-
mate regression testing by differencing GAPs while relying
on information obtained from the modifications made to the
source code. Some of the popular regression testing techniques
include analyzing the program’s control-flow structure [45],
analyzing changes in functions, types, variables, and macro
definitions [46][47], using def-use chains [48], constructing
procedure dependence graphs [49][50], and analyzing code
and class hierarchy for object-oriented programs [51][52]. In
addition, regression testing technique for GUIs (GUITAR)
repairs test cases that have become unusable for the modified
GUIs [9]. These techniques are not directly applicable to



GUI differencing, since regression information is derived from
changes made to the source code.

When it comes to extracting information from GAPs and
their GUI elements, the termscreen-scrapingsummarily
describes various techniques for automating user interfaces
[53][54]. Macro recorders use this technique by recording the
user’s mouse movements and keystrokes, then playing them
back by inserting simulated mouse and keyboard events in the
system queue [55]. Screen-scraping has multiple advantages
over binary rewriting and code patching techniques as it does
not require any modifications to the underlying computing
platforms or applications’ source and executable code. GUIDE
uses some aspects of screen-scraping, however, it differs from
other screen-scraping techniques since it does not depend
on parsing a scripting language that describes the GUI, and
therefore it is more generic and uniform.

In model-based GUI development and testing, building
high-level models of GAPs before applying algorithms that
construct test cases for evolved GAPs [56], [57], [58], [59].
We consider GUIDE complementary to modeling GUIs since it
could enhance GUIDE and improve its precision and usability
by utilizing richer models.

An automated technique called FMAP matches features of
web application in cross-platform development [60]. X-pert is
a different tool by the same authors for identification of cross-
browser issues [61]. Unlike FMAP that captures the request-
response pairs sent by the browser and X-pert that is based
on an assumption of a single platform, GUIDE uses a generic
accessibility technique with a novel use of tree-edit algorithms
and it does not require stakeholders to collect and analyze
execution traces of the applications.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

We offer a novel approach for differencing GUIs that com-
bines tree edit distance measure algorithms with accessibility
technologies for obtaining GUI models in a non-intrusive,
platform and language-independent way, and it does not re-
quire the source code of GAPs. We developed a tool called
GUI DifferEntiator (GUIDE) that allows users to difference
GUIs of running GAPs. To evaluate GUIDE, we created an
experimental platform that generates random GUIs with con-
trolled differentials among them that serve as oracles, enables
researchers to plug-and-play different differencing algorithms,
and automatically runs experiments and produces results. We
evaluated GUIDE on 5,000 pairs of generated GUIs as well
as three open-source ones. The results of our evaluation and
user experience suggest that our approach can find differences
between GUIs with a high degree of automation and precision.
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